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For Immediate Release

GVI Medical Devices and Mid-Atlantic Imaging Services 
Announce Strategic Alliance Agreement

Twinsburg, Ohio, Columbia, Maryland – March 12, 2009

GVI Medical Devices and Mid-Atlantic Imaging Services announced today that the companies have executed 
a long term Strategic Alliance Agreement. Under terms of the agreement, Mid-Atlantic Imaging will be the exclusive 
service provider for GVI Medical ClearVision™ and OnePass™ products; while Mid-Atlantic will license its 
maiCAM™ mobile nuclear cardiology SPECT technology and all related intellectual property to GVI Medical. 
Continued development of the maiCAM system will be done by GVI Medical and they will have exclusive rights 
to manufacture, market and sell the system as part of the GVI product line beginning in Q3, 2009.

According to Randy Sommerdyke, President of GVI Medical, “This agreement with Mid-Atlantic Imaging is 
extremely positive for our customers and the continued growth of our company. Consistent with our commitment 
of providing our customers with top quality service and support, Mid-Atlantic provides the experience and 
expertise in nuclear service to achieve this goal. With the addition of the maiCAM technology we will now 
have a complete nuclear cardiology product line including fixed SPECT, mobile SPECT and first-pass solutions 
to meet the specific imaging requirements of our customers.”

Paul Lilly, President of Mid-Atlantic Imaging, stated, “We have maintained a high level relationship with GVI 
Medical over the years and we are pleased with the benefits this agreement provides to both companies and 
our respective customers. This agreement allows us to combine our expertise in nuclear service with GVI’s 
expertise in product development, manufacturing and sales so we can offer the most competitive product and 
the best experience to our customers.”

About GVI Medical Devices
GVI Medical personnel have a tradition-rich history of providing the nuclear cardiology community innovative 
and cost-effective diagnostic nuclear imaging products. Our ClearVision™ SPECT and OnePass™, dedicated 
first-pass, systems provide new generation capability and advanced design benefits. Additional information 
is available at www.gvimd.com.

About Mid-Atlantic Imaging Services
Mid-Atlantic Imaging (MAI) is an extensive independent provider of nuclear equipment service, new and used 
parts and new and refurbished camera, computer and networking systems for both the private and hospital 
markets. Since 1993, MAI has developed a top rated reputation of providing excellent customer service. The 
company also owns and markets the maiCAM compact nuclear cardiology SPECT system that provides excellent 
image quality, patient comfort and customer convenience. Additional information is available at 
www.midatlanticimaging.com or www.maiEdge.com.

 


